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CHAPTER I 
TaE PROBLEI~ AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Many music educators are unfamiliar with the scientific 
research that has been dOns 1n the psychology ot music and in 
psychology ot educational methods ot teaching music. 
Consequently, ~any of them are utilizing non-functional 
teaching techniques which result in the waste or the 
student's and the school's time. It was eophaticallY stated 
by Polnauer that 
It is a known fact that music educators have, thus 
tar, stayed away from the scientific study of music 
educat ion, and that they are only barely acquainted 
dth scientific music liter ature. I nstinct , or 
reeling, is still their supreme guide, which keeps 
thea trco occupying themselves with the rational 
fundamentals or musical skill . As a consequence, 
our present 11ethods ot teaching mus ical i natrwaents , 
voice, and conducting depend largely upon arbitrary 
authority . The lack ot r ational tund .... entals ot 
theory and practice of musical performance caused 
through the absence ot a scientifically baaed 
methodology, is the causa ot a very serious 
inefficiency or training methods in music education. 
This results, for the average student, in an 
excessi vely long training time and a poor musical 
skill . (32:279) 
The psychology ot educational methods i s based upon 
the studies and uperiments that have been performed in the 
field or the psychology or learning. The psychology ot 
learning is mainly concerned w1th the nature ot learning and 
those theories which attempt to describe the phenomenon or 
learning. Being unfamiliar with the educational principles 
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that can be and are derlnd rrc" the pe7cholog1 or learr.1ng, 
an educator will have to relT mainly ~n the W&f ln which 
he was taught, or 11pon m11ch t .rlal and error , While it 1e 
h i ghly desirable 
••. tor a teacher to u.a e his avo comaon aenae 1n 
teach! ng, and t 1tt1ng that ve sbollld pan on to 
tllture pl&fere the but trad.l.tiono or tho put, 
startling 1aprcv .. enta are evident when ve turn on 
the Ught or pa:ycholog)". and ut1lite what 1a known 
about the teaching and learnlng prooou. (25: 2) 
Without a knowledge or the tlndlnga or educa tional ps:yoholog)", 
a teacher ia apt to be inflexible ln hie teaching and 1& apt 
to waste educational time. In0ex1ble, in that rel:ying 11pon 
the V&f in which he vu taught, the teacher limite hlaselt 
ae to the nusber or w&fe 1D which he can preunt his 
-terial. Yute or odlloauol1al tao, 1n that although a 
certain aao~~nt or trial and error activit1 auat be resorted 
to, a lr.novledge or the pefcho'log:r or learning can provide the 
means by which a teachor can reduce the nUJ>bor ot trial and 
error activitiea. 
Since lloJl1 au.aio edllca tors are ~~ntaa1lilll' with reeeareh 
done in relation to educational methode or teaohing auaic 
and &lao reoearoh in other nelda or education, it baa 
ruul ted 1n the • t act that m1u1i<> education i e t ar behind 
other tielde or education in scientific roeearoh . ' (J9:J2) 
Weigand has otterod three reasons which appear to have 
caused thie situati on, namely that 
So•• teaohera !eel that application or scient1!1c 
method to tho psychological elemente in musio ia 
unwarranted. Othera are unacquainted with the 
Pt7cholog7 or mus1o and the pe)'ch.olo81 or educational 
method, and they do not underetand the appl1oat1on 
ot reeearoh to olaeerooc situat1one . Then again, 
the terminology most of t en uaod is oontus1og to 
the anr&gt teacher, and be tiDda it 41!!1eul t to 
W>deratand what the experimenter 11 tr,1og to 
•a:t. ()9: )2) 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement !2!. lli problem. 'l'ha purpose ot th1s at\141 
1s aa follows: (l) to present a general discusa1on ot the 
theoriee ot learning, (2) to ehov the educational 
advantages 1n being familiar with the psychology or learning, 
()) to ehov the adYant&goa ot the whole method ae oppooed to the 
part aethod ot teaching, and (4) to show how a knowledge ot 
children ' s beha•ior patterns can bs used aa a bae i a t or the 
teaching or aueic . 
I!lll)Ortance or lli !tuO,r. More reaearch 11 needed in 
the fie ld of pe7cholog7 aa i t applies to the teaching ot 
aus io . As eY1dence ot this , one ot the suggested theeie 
eubJeote !1.'1» tha Music Educatore Journal 18 •ac1entitic 
etu41ee ot peychological probleooe 1n tha teaching or 
~uaic . • ()6:45) HoreoYcr, eoiontit1c study ot echool 
auaio teaching ie a •neeeeeit7 it aus1o eduoatora are to 
have grounds to Justify their department• and their methode 
and procedures.• ()9:)2) 
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Music educa~ora are at a decided disadvantage without 
a vori<ing l.novle<lae or the pa;rohology or l earn1Jl8 and the 
acientltic research done in relation to educational aethoda 
ot teachi ng musi c , With a vorting tnovle<lae ot educational 
research, a ouaic teacher wi ll be aore cognizant or the 
abilitiea, oapabilitiaa, and the 11aitationa or the ch114. 
Being aware ot the abilit i ea and capabilitiea or a cblld, 
a teacher can atte~pt to develop to the t ulleat , a ch114 ' a 
potentialities . Convoraely, being aware ot a child ' s 
11aitationa, both aental and pb;rai cal, a teacher will be 
leas lltel:r to deter a ch1ld1 a educative proceoa b:r 
expecting too much ot him. 
Ot ten , a child is not given euttic1ent oppcrtuni t i ea 
to learn because teachers are untu1l1ar with the :aany wa:ra 
1n vblch children can or do approach learning a1tuaUona or 
goala . A a tudy or educational reaearch can provide oluea 
as to the way a i n which children approach learning 
aituat1ona o r goala. Alae , a atud)' or the pe;roholog:r or 
learni ng and a l<novla<lae or educaUoll&l reaearch v111 
provide t he mualc teacher with many aound va:ra ot presenting 
h11 11ater1a1 . An educato r who 1a ta:a1l1ar with the wa.va 1n 
vhich a cb1ld is able to learn baa the baaia to develop the 
capacity or preaentlog h1a zaterial in 01an7 aound va:ra . Ba 
can poeaeaa the quality ot being flexible in h1a teaching 
techn1quea, consequently, be will not be l1a1ted to a small 
nuaber or teaebl.ft6 •ethoda. 
or course, a teacher can be an orrieiont teacher 
without being ramiliar with the payohology or learning and 
without being f ami l i ar with educational roaoaroh, but a 
ltnowle~e or ouoh oducationa1 roaearch can aid bl.:a to 
become a more orriciont teacher, and belp h18 to redorino 
hia educational thinking 1n that be =ay not bo avare that 
hia taach1ngo oan be traced to educational po1chological 
principles. Aloo, auch or the teaoher 1e ovn instinct can 
be olarir1ed into distinct theoretical formulations ir he 
avails h18selr ot tho general rrame~orlt ot ooientiric 
reeoaroh. Thuo, thio teacher can become •oro able to 
explain to tho neophyte teacher the rational baaoa or bl.a 
eueoeae aa a teach•r . 
Tbe ps1cholog1 or learniog io not otud1ed 1n an 
orrort to di scover the one and only way or teaobl.ng. It is 
atudied, however, to discover better nethoda or teaching , 
to be able to base one ' o teaching on oound peyohological 
principles, and to underatand aore tully tho wa.ra in wbl.ch 
one does and can learn. Mureell hao atatod that 
'l'oach1ng 11 an art, and rroely taltoa and uuo 
ac1ent1!1c roeulte ror ita own purpoooo. Po1chologr 
can never d1otato any teaching procedure ao right 
to the exclusion or all others, though 1t o:oat 
oerta1n11 can indicate that some ltindo or 
prooo4uroa are wrong and that other kind! or 
prooeduree are desir able . (l?:1v) 
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Bence, psychology oa.n point the way to better methods or 
teaching and it can provide the aeane by whlch the teacher 
can give the students sound guidance in relation to their 
l earning e~eriences and 
While there is nothlng we can do to put knowledge 
into students ' minds or ski ll into their fingers, we 
can motivate our students in every possible way 
towards musical goals, and aided by psychology, g ive 
thea guidance so that they oan gain the knowledge 
and akille necessary to realize those goals through 
their own errorts. (J5:2J) 
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Delimitations or ~ problen. This thesis will not 
be a study or psychology, per se , It will make use, ho~ever, 
or principles derived from the study o t the psychology of 
l earning as it appl i es to the teaehlng or music. These 
principles are founded on scientific research done by the 
authors trcm whom part or the material in thls thesis is 
derived. This study will be r sotrioted to the teaohlng or 
music in the elementary grades one through six, and to the 
age group ordinarily present in theee grades, agas six through 
eleven. The materi al presented in thle otudy will oover the 
period rrom 1920 to the present. 
II. llEFINUIONS OF TEJU(S USED 
Pazol:tologz. A literal meaning or psychology ie the 
stud)' or the mind. It is det1ned by Harriman as 
• • • the science ot men~al life, both ot its 
phenomena and ot their conditions (according to 
the tamouo definition by James , 1890) . Many 
ohort definitions have been proposed, the chief 
po i nt ot agreecen t among them being that 
psychology is an empirical science dealing with 
mental activities and objective behavior ••. 
Though t he era ot detini~ions in terms or the 
tenets ot various schools ot psychology has 
passed, there is stil l no acceptable 
eingle- sentenoe definition. (13:274) 
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According to present- daY tenDinology, it ls that science vhich 
studies the adjustment ot an individual to his environment . 
Psychologists t ry to determine through research, the 
cause-ettect r el ationships or man ' s r esponse to his 
environment . This environment ie compoeed ct animate and 
i nanimate objects . The environment , however, 1s a product 
ot the i ndividual mind and two individuals eXPOsed to the 
eaae environment may have unique responses towards it . 
Psycpology also may be defined as the science ot human 
nature or the soienoe of human behavior. 
Experience. Experience i s ueually thought ot as 
anything that happens to a person. Experience, however , 
to be significant must be perceived, understood, and 
remembered. fhe experience ~ust become an integral part or 
the individual . I t vill become a meaningful experience 
vhen the 1.nd1 vidual usee i t as a sean a tor further thinking 
and further experience. Not all experiences are overt . 
Many significant experience& are largely mental or emotional , 
even though the situations that eYentuate them are external 
to the learner. 
Whole~ 2art learning. Whole and part learning ia 
defined by Warren as a 
•• • generic term comprising the two alternative 
methode ot memori zing material or acquiring 
habits, either by repetition ot the entire material 
or performance, or by repetition ot some portion 
till it is learned and then proceeding to the 
next portion, etc. (21: 296) 
As an illustration, the whole may be considered as an 
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entire song. The parts are the notes and phrases that are 
component sections or the song. Learning by the part method 
would entail learning one portion or the song, proceeding 
to the next portion and lear ning it, and then to each 
succeeding portion until the whole song is learned. 
Learning by the whole method would entail being familiar with 
the whole song first and then the separate parts are 
l earned and put back into context. The terms whole and 
part must be defined apeci!ically when menti oned in 
relation to a particular problem because both are relative 
terma and because 'parts and vholea are never absolutes, 
t or every vbole 1a a part to aome large whole and every part 
ia a whole to some smaller part.• (26: 207) Henoe , when one 
ia to present a problem either by part to whole or whole 
to part, he must deci de det initely as to which 1& to be 
called the parte and wh1oh 1s to be called the whole . 
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Behavior . It is the total activities, both mantel 
and physical , performed by an individual ; that is , •anything 
whatsoever t hat is done by a living organism. HUman behavior 
includes ment al activities , consciousness, muscular function, 
and the like. • (13 ,48) The term behavior includes such 
factors ns interests , motives, drives , and the «notions or 
an i ndividual as well as the manner i n which he reacts 
towards himself and towards others w1 t h whom he is in 
contaot . 
III . SOURCE OF DATA 
Most ot t he material will be drawn trom books on the 
psychology or learning , educational psychology, the behavior 
pat t erns ot children, the psychology ot music , and t he 
psychology of school music teaching. Also , material 1dll be 
drawn from journals or psychology, periodicals on music and 
music education, and scientific research done in the t ield 
ot learning , educational methods , and educa tional methods 
ot music teaching. 
IV . ORGANIZATIO!I OF THE RmAiliDBII OF Tlil! T".tl!SIS 
Chapter II will present a review ot related 
investigations which have soae bearing on t he material in 
t his study. This chapter will be concerned w1 th ti ve 
research studies pertaining to the psychology ot music and 
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the psychology or musi c teaching . These studies wi ll serve 
as documentation in supporting some or the statements made 
in this otud7. 
In Chapter III the t wo main types or learning 
theories will be discussed, the association type and the 
Gestalt type or learning theo ry, The essential difter enoes 
between the two will be preaented. These theories were 
propounded in an ettor t to exPlain the phenomenon ot 
learning. 
ChaPter IV wil l make a comparison between the whole 
method or teaching and the part method ot teaching. 
Examples will be given and applied to the teaching or music . 
Evidence will be quo ted which will support the whole method. 
Chapter v will describe the behavior patterns or 
children in the elementary grades . The implicati ons these 
patterns have tor the teaching ot •usic will be discussed. 
I n the final chapter, Chapter VI, a su~ary ot the 
material will be made . Conclusions will be dr awn whi ch 
will support the purpose or this study, 
CI!Al'TER II 
REVIh711 OF RELATED INVESTIGATIONS 
This chapter or research investigations presents five 
scientific studies pertaining to the psychology of ~usia . 
These tive studies have been completed within the last 
nineteen years, representing one study in 1938, one study 
in 1940, two studies in l94J, and one in 1952. ~nree of 
the studies ere concerned with the preble~ ot reading music , 
the manual and ocular behavior that results when oueic 
reading is atteopted, the various difficulties encountered 
when reading music, and tho possible ways in which music 
reading probl ems cay be alleviated. Another study pertains 
to tho approach to the memor1zation of music by utilizing 
the whole and part method. ~he f inal study treats ot the 
bio-mechanlc approach to the teaoblng ot ~usia and the 
advantages or utilizing such an approach . 
All these !iva studies have educational bearings in 
that they are concerned with finding the basic causes which 
lead to difficulties in ausioal learnings, and they attempt 
to otter sound solutions, based on ao1ent1t1e research, to 
aome or the problems involved i n acquiring musical skills. 
These research studies open up new •avenues of approach' by 
which the music educator can adopt new teaching methods or 
teobniquea and improve upon older ones . Being research 
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studies, they can be utilized as the basis upon which turther 
research can be made into the study of the psychology of 
school music teaching, 
Altbough tour of the studies utilized the piano and the 
other, the violin, tor purposes ot experimentation , 
nevertheless the resultant educational findings could be 
applied to the teaching ot All phases or acquiring ~usioal 
skill, provided the findings are adapted correctly to the 
specific proble~ at hand . 
I. 'A Survey ot Visual Processes in Reading Differently 
Constructed Musical Selections' (J8) 
The pr imary purpose ot this study completed 1n 1943 
was to determine scientifically the ocular behavior involved 
in sight reading three types of piano selections which were 
ot a differently constructed nature. The three types or 
piano selections were harmonic, melodic, and polyphonic. 
A secondary purpose or this study was to discover the 
movements of t he hand in relation to the movements ot the 
eye when a musical selection is being plsyed. 
The format of this study was divided into two parts . 
One was a review of research done on reading other than 
music reading. The similarities and diff erences between 
the reading of words and the reading of music vas discussed. 
Some of the c~nclu dons reached as a reeul t of the 
1) 
word- r eading reaearoh were appli ed to the reading or ausio 1D 
the tollowing manner. It vae f ound that in all reading, the 
eyes moved unevenly in a auocession ot rapid Jerks during 
which there vaa no clear Yie1on. The apprehenaion of the 
aater ial that vae read occurred during the pauees between 
the Jerka. It t ol love4 that 1n read1Dg aueic, the eyes 
aleo moved in a eucoeeeion ot r apid Jerke, The l ength and 
the organi ~ation ot theee vieual spane, or rapid J erks as 
they are called, varied according to the oapaoity or the 
reader to perceive and apprehend that whioh vas being read. 
These visual spans or gr oupings also occur in the reeding ot 
mueio ae exe~plitied by the perception or chord patterns and 
raa1liar melodic eequanoea v1thout the atten t i on b1 the reader 
to each separate note. 
'l".ne length or the pauses between the v1aual epans will 
determi ne the reader'• ability; that le, the aborter tho 
pausee , the greater the ab111ty or the reader to core quiokl1 
apprehend his material . In the rollovlng quote are stated 
eODe or the 1aplioa tiODI the length O f the pauaea haVe with 
refer ence to auaio reld1ng. 
The general 1.apl1oa t1ons or th1a &na1Ja1a is that 
the moat rapid readera are thoae who uae the eborteat 
pauses . And tboee who use the ahorteet pauaee are 
the readers who graap most quickly not only the 
ramiliar harmonic patterns or notee but also the 
eign1f1cant melodic, dynami c, and rhythmic relations 
or the notea. Factors such as the number or notes 
per pause, the d1epoe1tion or t he paueea, the 
eye-band span, and the degr ee ot manual aklll, 
probably influence the rate or perceptual 
apprehensi~n ot note relations in important 
ways . (J8: 26) 
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The second part or this study was concerned with the 
actual experiment, the method ot procedure , and the findings 
and conol usions. The subject s involved in this experiment 
were titteen well-trained woman musicians , each one had 
taken an eye examination tor purposes ot this ey,periment . A 
photographic record ot both vertical and horizontal ocular 
movement was made by employ i ng the Dodge method ot 
photography. In addition to obtaining a visual record o t the 
eye movements, t he movements or the hand were also photographed 
by the foll owing process: each key or the middle five octaves 
served as an el ec t ric switch which was attached to an 
electr ic bulb , Ae a key vas depressed, a light would flash 
and these tlaobeo were photographed. The photographing or 
bot h the eye and hand movements was synchroni zed, thus 
maki ng possible a comparison ot t he ocular movement in 
relation t o t he manual movement, wh1oh 1a referred to in 
this experiment as the eye-hand span. 
From this experiment , the following conclusions were 
drawn: 
Progr ess along tho musical score 1s accomplished 
i n two ways. A regular alternation or almost 
vertical movements or the eyes trom one halt or t he 
starr to the other halt and tre~ent horizontal 
movegents on one halt of the statt with relatively 
rew 11ovements between the halves or t .he start have 
been round. • • . Both vertical and horizontal eye 
movements are used due to the arrangement or the 
starr. Sequence or reading pausee varies according 
to variatione in note arrangements • •.. Average 
perceptual epan tor musical eymbols variee between 
three and five notee tor ditterent kinde or note 
arrangements . The eye movee by rapid Jerks between 
successive pauses. And 1t 1& only during these 
pauees that emall eegments ot notes may be 
apprehended. . • , The eye- band span was highly 
variable and never exceeded a eeparation or eight 
sucoessive notes or chords. (J8 : 28) 
II . 'Memory Span and Visual Paueee in Reading 
Rhythms and Melodies' (J?) 
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This study wae completed in 1943 and its purpose was 
to determine the intl uence ot melodic and rbytbmic t actors 
upon certain oeasurable aspects or ocular $1ld lll&nunl 
behavior. This research was also perroroed in order to 
discover it there is a differ ence i n the visual span tor 
reading isolated rhythmic patterns, ieolated melodic 
patterns, and the etrect on the vieual span when rhythmic 
and melodic patterns are combined. The term, visual span, 
used in this experiment was detined as the amount or material 
that can be visually explored, perceptually organi zed and 
retained until executed by the hands . 
twelve above-~vcrage , amateur mus1c1ane were the 
subJects 1nvolved in thi s experi ment . Each one read and 
pl ayed music at the piano. Aa in the previousl7 mentioned 
experiment on ocular behavior, thi s experiment also employed 
the Dodge method or photogr aphing eye movements and the 
electric keJ'boar<~.-naeh1ng bul.b aetbod tor photographing 
band movements . 
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Three kinde ot musi c reading saterial vere utllhed 
in this experiunt: those i .n which cnl7 the time values 
ot the notes varied, those in vbloh there vera ditterent 
pitch intervale but onl7 one Uae Yalue, and thou vhlcb 
vere a combination or the tvo preceding ltinda. Aa a result 
or uaing tbeae three different ltinda or auaio reading aaterial, 
the sxper 1aentero vere able t o oeoure aaaaurementa or the 
extent or the immediate memorr span and or the dur ation or 
reading pauses or the eye when reading ieolated and combined 
rbftbmic and melodic ncte relatione. When the experimental 
findings were anal7&ed, it waa deterained that there were 
oonaietentl7 longer pauae durations tor reading rb7tblle than 
tor reading aolodiea, but that a larger related rbTthllic 
aequence could be apprehended than a el&ilar related aelod1o 
sequence. 
Van lru7o and Weaver concluded that 
!be aYerage pauae durations tor rb7tbaa exceed 
tboae tor aelodiea at dltrerent leYela or complexity. 
lrlproneent in ablli t7 to apprehend rb7tbaic 
relatione appaera to be a pr1aal'7 requ1a1ta t or an 
1ncree.ee 1n rate or aue1c reading. 81allarl7, a 
primary requ1a1ta tor an increase in tba me•ol'1 
epan ia 1aproYement 1n the ab1lit7 to apprehend 
melodic eequeno01 . !be percent or Y1aUall7 
explored notea executed correctly wae aaaller tor 
molodiee than tor rhythae; the amount or rereading 
wae greater tor melodiea than tor rhytbme; and 
tho eaxillum apan roqu1reaenta conat1tuted a greater 
restriction tor tho oxocut1on ot eelod1oa than tor 
rbytbaa . (J7:4a) 
III. '.t.n txperaent&l AJ)prcach to 
the Reading ot Y.us1o 1 (2)) 
Completed in 19)8, the purpose ot tbia experimental 
approach to auaio reading waa to 
• • • determine the ooaplex1t7 ot the auaical 
pattern that can be perceived at one t1:u.t1on 
ot tbe e7e1 'b7 ind1Yidu&le vtth d1tterent 
aaounto ot aue1cal tra1r.1 ng and experience, 
and to otud7 tbo etteote ot J)raotioo vitb 
a taob1etoocope on tbo apan ot perception ot 
tbeoo 1nd1v1duala tor Yar1ous k1ndo ot aueical 
aaterial . (2):1) 
1? 
Tho experiaenter tried to determine bow music is 
read, wbetber b7 lingle notes or by pattern• and it one dOoa 
read 'b7 patterns, what ia tbe nature and ooopoaition ot 
theae patterna . S.an (23) referred to tho a1ngle-note 
readers ae part roadora and to those vho read by groupe or 
notea, aa pattern readora. He also tried to deteraine ot 
what value the taohiatoooope vould be 1n developing the opan 
ot perception ot tho auo1o render, thereb7 increasing his 
eight-reading a'bilit7. In essence, Bean ia attempting to 
diooover the baaio problema i nvolved in auaio reading, and 
on tbe bao1o ot h1a oxper1aent, to otter to the aualc 
teacher aound oolutiona in order that the auoio reading 
problem nay be alleviated, espec1all7 that or eight-reading. 
The experimenter contended tbat the Goetalt principle, tho 
whole principle, pla7• on important part in tho process ot 
learning to develop the capacity to road auei c well . 
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Seventy- tour subjects took part in this experiment . 
Their musical experiences ranged from not being familiar at 
all with printed musi c to those who were very familiar with 
printed music . Each subject was allowed to practice about 
thirty hours in order that the general ettect of practice 
on the ability to organize pa tterns which were presented 
on music stimulus cards could be determined. These music 
stimulus cards , shown by means of a t win tachistoscope 
mounted on a piano, were presented to the subjects who were 
seated at the piano. Those wbo could not play tbe piano were 
asked to attempt to duplicate on paper the pattern they had 
seen. Music stimulus cards of different patterns were 
presented to eacb subjoct and the task ot each subject was 
to determine i t the patterns were alike or different , and if 
tbey ""'re different, what the difference was . The music 
materials utilized were of three types--melodic , polyphonic , 
and harmonic . These musical examples were mounted on the 
stimulus cards. 
From this experiment , Bean concluded that 
Within limits detercined by tbe kinds ot music 
that were used , the results ot this investigation 
prove conclusively that ln the group of seventy-four 
subjects tested , which~~ may assume to be typical 
of professional , student , and amateur musicians , 
the abili ty to greap e musical pattern of three or 
more notes at a glance when necessary is absolutely 
essential t o rapid and accurate reading. 
Readers who typically see one or two notes which 
serve as senaory cues till in the remainder 
subjectively •••• They may therefore be classified 
as part readera, an4 they are, wi~hout exception, 
leas ettieient than pattern readers, who uae 
the rona ot the whole as a cue to recognition 
tor •oat ot t he material t hey read. Other things 
being equal, the larger the pattern gr asped, t he 
t aster is the maximum spe ed ot aoourate 
reading . (2):66) 
Bean alao round that the use ot the taoh1stoacope 
could 'be 1nanWiental 1n 1apro•ing e1g,bt-read1ng habita . 
Be turther atated that a Cli!at al t approach to muaic read1og 
1a advantageouo in that 
Training i n the Oeotalt approach to printed music 
should ~ake thio akill possible tor ••01 aingora 
and player o who would otherwise avo i d reading 
whenever possible. No claim 1a to be made tor 
such tra.ining aa a remedY tor all reading 
d1aab111tiea, but a cure tor some 1nett1oient 
habito baa been proven 1n thie reoearoh. (2) : 77) 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • 
• • • but thia 1nnat1gat1o.n baa atreaaad the 
laportanoe or a nagleoted atep in learning this 
akU l ot which acat aua1c teachera are 1gtJOrant, 
na=ely, the Oeatalt approach to the prooeao. (2): 79) 
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I V. 'A Comparieon or the Whole and Part Approach' (J4) 
Rubin- Rabaon completed this exper1aent 1n 1940 in an 
errort to compare the whole and part approach to the 
aemor1~1ng or plano auolo. 1he exper1aentor deemed 1t 'fery 
1aportant to eetabl1oh bet orehend that which will be called 
the whole and that which w11·1 be called the part beoauee 
tha 'whole - part problem in memoriti ng material v1ll 
remain insoluble and purely theoreti cal aa long aa t he 
word 'whole' ia taken ao literally.• ()4: 462) One muet 
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also determine into which po.r t3 the whole should be divided . 
The ~<hole utilized in thiS experiment ""s the eight-measure 
phrase or period. 
Three learning methods were utilized in this 
experiment : (l) l earning as a whole , that i s , the 
memoriz1ng of the eight measures without interruption; 
(2) learning each four measure phrase to smooth memorized 
performance and then completing the whole learning; (3) and 
learning each ot the two figures in each four measures and 
then proceeding to complete the whole learning. 
Nine skillful adult pianists were the subjects involved 
in t his experiment . Tbey were divided into three groups . 
Their task was to memorize piano music by each of the three 
previously mentioned methods ot learning. Each keyboard 
memorization was preceded by an analytical study period of 
tixed length. Relearning• were performed two weeks after 
tho first learnings , and as e rurther check, each subJect 
was asked to transcribe on manuscript paper by memory those 
compositions they bad played . 
Conclusions to be drawn from this experiment were 
r ound to be that 
Neither the means of the methods of the learning, 
nor or the relearning trials sbo11 any difference. NO 
superiority can be round in either or the three 
approaches, nor is retention in any ·~ attected by 
having first learned the whole in smaller parts . 
(34:474) 
• • • • • • 0 • • • • • .. • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • 
On the other hand, the larger standard 
deviation tor the whole approach indicates that 
the ability to work comfortably with larger 
units i s spec i fic t o the more capable subJects 
and so becomes a criterion toward which to 
strive. Furthermore, the musical val ue or 
thinki ng in l ager units , qui te apart !rom 
consider ation or learning erriciency, recommends 
that tho length or the unit be increased as the 
student grows in capacity. (J4:4?S) 
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V. "Bio-Mechanics , A New Approach 
To Music Education• (J2) 
In 1952, Polnauer completed a study wh1oh wae 
desi gned to establish methode wh1oh would prevent str ain 
and produce ths rlohest tone possible in the playi ng or on 
instrument. Thi s experiQent la i ncluded among the five 
scientiric studies in order t hat the importance or tho 
physical aspects or acquiring musi cal skills may be 
str essed si nce there exists an interrelation between mind 
and body in t he perto~ance or music. The mind is important 
i n the performing or music, but bodily motions also play an 
important part i n the smooth execution or music . The 
author ' s aiQ in suggesting a bio-moohanic approach to 
music education is summed up in the following quote : 
Tbus, it will be proposed to develop in auoical 
ski ll training the kinesthetic sense to a much 
greater extent as compared to present practice and, 
at the same time, learn to depend to a lesser degree 
on the guiding runction or ear and eye. This could 
be achieved by introduoing princi ples of bio- mechnnica 
into musi cal t r a i ni ng . <{32 : 297) 
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Bio-:!loehanica ret'era co the s echanJ.cs or the body and 
to the motions or the entire bod7. According to the theor7 
or bio-:aeohanica, the bod¥ ia 1Dterpreted ae being a 
tine•atic chain and it one part, a liab or aro baa a 
definite poe1t1on in apace, then eaoh other part ot the 
k i nematic chain baa a predetermined poaition in apace . 
Hence, all bodJ.l7 actions are interrelated. 
Polnauer uaed himself aa the aubJoct 1n thJ.a 
experl:aent and he plqed the • iol1D tor the purpoae cr 
experlllentation . In thJ.s atudJ the concentration vas on the 
bow arm. In relation to thie otudy, two eoncepte or bowing 
wore uae4: unilateral, Juat the bow arm moves; and 
bilateral, the reat or the bodJ participates in the bowing 
action. Bilateral bow action, according to the author , 
reaulta in dynaAie balance between the ara and tho root of 
the body. Polnauer, however, otated throughout tho atUdy 
that at present there i s no detlnite proof that bilateral 
bovlng ie better than un1lateral bovlng, but e•ldonce 
aoe~o to indJ.cate that unilateral bowing produce• nuacle 
tena1on and at1ttneaa or tone, whereaa bilateral bowing 
producea a aln~ua ot auacle tenelon an4 a higher ~ne 
quali ty . to obtain the evidence that pointed to the 
adTantagee ot bilateral bowing, the exper1aenter utilized 
the sound epectrogr aph . fhJ.e graph recorda, for •hual 
atudy, the ditrerencoa in tonal reeulta when d.1tferent 
2) 
t,rpea or plqing are uployed. 'fhe r .. ul tlng apectrograa 
indicates each tone with parallel linee wb1ch represent the 
fundamental and ite upper partials . Tbe clearest picture 
indicates the clearer tone. In thie case, bilateral bowing 
produced the oloareet picture, 
'l'he elQ)er1aenter alao ueed a epeoial camera to obtain 
a chrolloeyolograa wb1ch recorda, v1tually, bodily aoUone. 
I n tb1a exper 1aent, grapb1cal cur.ee Of the velocities o f 
the various part• or tho bow, the violi n, and the bow ara 
were v1aually recorded. The results or the spectrogr am and 
the chronocyologram would have to be compared in order to 
determine aore oonoluaively the interrelation between bodily 
aoUon and tone production. Tbe author or tb1e e:r:per1aent 
aade one point •err clear in b1e etud7, naaely, that .. uch 
aore r eeearch auat be done to obtain oonoluoive evidence 
regar ding the advantage• or applying the pr1no1plea or 
bio-mechanics to the playing or inotrumonta. 
Polnauer made the following atatementa in aupport or 
the utilization or bio-•eobanica to the plqing or 
atringed- 1natru3enta: 
l . A relativel 7 higher degree or bod7 aob1lit7 , 
rlth regarde to all parte or the bod7, 1ncreaaea 
akill and work erricienoy: a lover degree ot 
mobility deoraaeee okill and work ertioienoy. There 
exiata an optimua or bodY mobility. 
2. Utilization or the principle or dYnamic 
balance will reoult in an increase or ak1ll and 
etr1ciency, and a decrease 1n muaole tenaion and 
t'at1gue thro113hout the bodJ' . 
dJ'neaiC balance leada to the 
110t1on t'Ol'!ll , 
!be pr1nc1plo or 
dealgn or bilateral 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
s. Terainal grip and finger poeitiono on bow 
and violin ohould be concei ved i n a 'dYnami c" 
sense rather than in a •atatic" one. Both must 
oont'ora to anatomical- pb¥aiological requirements , 
and to optl.aal bio-aechanioal onnte; 1t' incorrect, 
they will h&Dpor t r ee body mobility, ()2:JOJ) 
Sti>U!ARX 
All the acient1t'ic eta di ee t hat have been presented 
in this chapter pertain to the peychology or auaic . All or 
them had ao their purpoae, the imprcve~ent ot muaic toach1ng, 
oapeciall7 that or auai o reading and aa in tho oaao or the 
laat experl.aent quoted, the 1noreaae ot aua ical playing olt111 
tbrc113h the utilization or optl.aus bod11J action. 
I t vaa concluded tro11 the two otudieo on ocular 
behavior in muai o reading that the moat r apid r oador e are 
the ones who graaped tho aigni tieant melodic, harmoni c , and 
rhythllio patterna. It tolloved that improvement in music 
reading relied upon two prl.a&%7 requ1a1tea: the apprehending 
or a1gn1tioant rb7th&1o relat ione and aelod1o aequencoa . 
In the third oxper1aont, Bean (2)) e>one>luded that the 
graaping or muaioal patterna vaa eeeential tor rapid and 
accurate musi c reading. He termed those vho road by one or 
two notes as part roadera, and those who read by larger groupe , 
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ae pattern Madera. Aleo, other thi"81 bei"8 eq_ual, the larger 
the pattern graeped, the q_Uieker the epeed and accurac7 or the 
mue1c reader . Bean contended that tbe Gestalt principle it 
neglected b7 meet music teachers in their teachi"8 or muai c 
readiog. Ortaann ()1) did a researoh 11a1lar to this and ha 
dieco•ered that the ditticUlt7 i n note reading wae due to 
tho i nability or the r eade r to gr oup the distribution or 
notes into l arger perceptual uni te , hence the aue i c reader 
ahould strive to becoae a pa ttern raader. 
Although Rubin-Rabaon ()4) declared in her experiment 
on the aeaori~ing or piano muaic that i n the whole and part 
approach neither shoved euperioritJ, ne• ertheleoo ahe did 
conclude that the better the reader, the better tbe abilit7 
to percei•e larger patterno . On t hio ba sis, the perceiving 
or l arger unite ahoUld become a criter ion toward which to 
atrive. Beok (24) perroraed an experiaent aimllar to thio 
one in which be sought to determine whether the whole 
method or part method or a~ori:ing auaic was bettor, and 
to determine the errect ot each method on stage tright . 
The results ae quoted by Weigand (40) were as t ollowa: 
Obee rYatione showed that the whole aethod doeo 
han advantages in ae110r1:<1ng and retainiD& ohort 
oonge. but the advantage in the cue ot lonaer 
eongs i t or a lesoer degree . 
Since it was r ound that the vbole method aido 
in a q_uicker and more thorough grasp or a eong, 
it i a appar ent that t hia t act or ahould contribute 
to the reaed7 or one ot the largest reasons t or 
stage rr1ght, that ot lack or preparation . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
Beck concludes that 'Data presented seem to 
indicate that in no i nstancea oould a person 
attaok a piece wholly by t he part method with 
the g r eateet success. ' (40:48) 
The last experiment etr eesed the importance or 
utilizing the optimum bodily motions 1n the playing or 
i nstruments . Strain on one part or the bod1 may produce 
strain on another part. Hence , 1t is important to haYe 
correct bodily motions 1D order that optimum performance 
leYele may be eventuated. 
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CHAP'l'ER III 
A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF 'l'liEXlRIES OF LEARNING 
I t was stated previoue1y that many educational 
methode are based upon studies whlch have been done ln the 
rleld of the psychology or learning, It follows then that 
a knov1edge ot the various aspects ot the learni ng process 
will aid the educator to understand more tully the learning 
principles upon which the educational methods or teaching 
techniques are rounded. 'l'h1s chapter will describe the 
nature ot learning and the two main types ot theories ot 
learning-- the associati on type and the Gestalt type or 
learning theories, 
I . THE NATURE OF LEARNING 
There is no one set derin1t1on tor thet phenomenon 
which i s called learning. Ho one definition could possibly 
inc1ude all the factors which affect lear ning and the part 
which thoee taetors p1ay i n the process of learning. It is, 
in tact, 
••• extr emely d1rticult to write an entirely 
satisfactory derinition. Although we are tempted 
to detlne learning as 1aprovement with practice , 
or as profiting by exPeri ence, we know Yery well 
that some learning is not improvement, and other 
1earning is not desir able in its consequences. 
To deecr1be 1t alternatively as any change with 
repetition confuses 1t v1th growth, fatigue, and 
other changes which may take place wlth 
repetition. (14: 2) 
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Learni"8 is uauall7 det1ned 1.ll relation to that particular 
phase ot the learning process on which one ia concentrating; 
that is, one may be concentrati .ng on the acQuiring ot 
behavior patterna , tho eolut1ona ot problemo, or the 
acquiring ot knowledge. Hence , learning •&7 be defined ae 
the proceeo ot changing one 1 e behavior, adopting new 
aethoda or problea aolving, or acqulrlng knowledge . 
Leami1'4! 1a a lifelong, cont1nuoua activit7 from 
birth until death . It ia an overall exPerience and does 
not refer to Juot book learning. it/hen an lndlvidual is in 
tho act or learning something, be ia passing trom 
potontialit7 to actuali~J. whether the learning is 
intell ectual, esotiQnal, or ~olitional . An individual 
cannot and doee not develop hla full potentiality during hie 
Ute span. 
Learning often io or a epaemodic nature . SOmetimes 
1 t occurs w1 tb great auddenn.oee, then 'plateaua• are 
reached at which the rate of progreeo of learning levels ott 
tor a period. !beae 'plateaus' a&1 be cauaed b7 1nettective 
earlier learninga, or th.e lack or organizing tbeoe earlier 
loarnlnga. However, tho rate or learning &a7 take an 
upward aurge, the lapetuo being a renewed 1ntereet or 
motive . 
One otten obt ains knowledge about the learning 
process empi rically; t hat is, learning is a process that 
is often much easier t o observe t han to explain. An 
individual can be aware that learning is taking place by 
observing the rate ot pr ogress which an individual makes 
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in t he perrorcence ot various tasks or duties . Hence, 
observat ions or statements made concerning the learning 
process are often interred rrom the changes in behavior or 
an individual or the changes in t he performances or various 
tasks . 
In contrast t o observable types or learning, there 
are also types or lear ning t hat cannot be readily observed. 
One example of t his is silent readi ng . One cannot tell it 
the reader has l earned anything unless it becomes evident 
by the tuture behavior or the reader that be did gain 
something rrom his reading. ••oreover , the learner may not 
be aware of any change in his behavior . 
Any lear ning that eventuates , implies , or has as its 
source , an activity which may be mental, physical , or a 
combination of both. Not all activities , however , imply or 
lead to learning. If an individual is involved in problem 
solving and t he amo~t ot errors is not reduced over a 
period ot time , then no learning has taken place; that is , 
there must be evidence of an impr ovement in performance . 
Also , it an individual performs the same task in the same 
manner over a period or time , then no learning bas t aken 
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place. The pertor:w1ce ot the initial task cay ben been 
learned, but the repetition ot the task only facilitates t he 
performance. 
Many factors atteot the learning procese. Three ot 
these tactora are heredity, the environ=ent, and the lndividu4l 
h!J>aelt . All three factors play a part in the learllln8 
process. So=e theorists, however, contend that one is more 
influential than the other an.d consequently, they pl ace 
more iaportance on one tllctor ca opposed to the othor t••o . 
Fitzpatrick stated that the individual himself is the moat 
important teeter in the learning process. He stated that 
"the essence ot the process is the learning person.• (7:1~) 
So:e theorists concerned with the learning process 
assert that the onviroaaent is the cost influential tactor 
in the learning process . The environceot ser be considered 
as anyt hing with wbicb an individual bas contact . It 
includes school, work, play, or other lite e%periencoa. Also , 
the enviro~ent may be considered as a state ot mind; that is, 
two persons attected by the a~e environment mar view the 
aurrOWidlna !'eatures with a different; outlook. One cay see 
all the advantage& present acd proceed to avail himself 
ot thea. Tba other may see nothing but the diaadvantages 
ot hie surroundings and be conquered by t;beo. In these 
two examples , however, it is mainly up to tbe individual 
bimsalt as to which path be will tollow. 
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Certai n f actors may set the limit to wh1oh one ' s 
learning may progress. One or the most influential f actors 
is maturation . Maturation is allied to the natural process 
ot peysioal growth whereas learning is allied to mental growth 
which develope through experience. Le6r ning and maturation 
both modify beha~ior . Learning mar be eventua ted through 
a complex interplay or both. If a behavior pattern or 
sequence changes through r egular stages irrespective of 
i ntervening practi ce, however, then the change in beha~ior 
is sai d to develop through maturati on and not through 
lear ning. Therefore, certai n modifications in behavior are 
not learned, but result from the proces s or maturation; an 
example or thie is walking. An individual ' s abili ty to 
learn is limited by h1e level or maturati on at the time of 
learning. 
Other factors vhich m&Y impede one's progres o of 
lear ning are the following : 
Ineffective methodology. An individual may not 
utilize aome or the better methods or performi ng certain 
tasks . Be may be using c~bersome methods which require too 
much work and lead to much d1ssatietaction. He may be 
practicing 1noorrectly, consequently, he f ails to develop 
certain &kills . 
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Ut11H7 !!.!:. pregaaUc T!!lue. An 1n.UYidual aa:r 
perceive nc r eward ror acquiring a particular type or 
knowledge or be D&J not appreciate or what value the 
knowledge aa7 be ror !WI. Bence, an 1n.U•1dual w111 
endeavor to learn that wbiob be r eele will br ing a r eward 
and that which be reela will be or tbe greatest utilitarian 
Yalue tc b.1a . 
Motivation . An 1ndiYidual •&7 lack lntereat in a 
certain eubJect or 1r tbe 1ntereat waa present, it a&J not 
have been properlT ot1.111ulate4 or .Ureoted. The learner aa7 
have had an unpleaeant experience with a certain activity 
and he lacke the aotivation t c trT it again. Be •&7 not 
under etand the a1aa or obJeotlvea or a certain actlvlty, 
conaequentl)' he will not be acti vated to any great degree. 
Motivation aar coae rrca within or rroa an oute14e eouroe. 
Fatigue. The element or r at1gue aay arr eot the 
learner at certain periods. Fatigue tends to break down the 
errect or practice ln the learning prooeas . !bert •• ,. be 
t wo kl nda or ratiguo--~ental and physical, ono can have an 
erreot on the other. Kent~ and phrsi cal tatlgut uouall T 
haYe onl7 a t emporary effect on the leaming proceu. 
II . !l!EORIES OP LE.OJU\IIiG 
Many tbeorieo have been propounded in an errort to 
describe and to explain tbe pboD020DOft or learni.ng . It il 
important to attenpt to underotand the process or lear ning 
because the underetanding or bow individuals can and do 
learn oan b1 ut1l1&ed in rorsUlat1ng better teaching 
aet.hoda . In bUIIIan learning, 1t 1e 1aportant to know vhat 
the learner 1e trying to do or has done 1n order that one 
aay describe the re1ultant learning process. '!'beor1ea or 
lear ning have been roraulated to eeroe this purpoao. 
Although there are many theor1oa or learning, 1t 11 
poaei ble to elaaa1r 7 tha pre~alent ona1 into tvo aa1n 
div1a1onl-- tbe aeeoo1ation type or learning theories and 
the Geotalt type or lear ni ng theor1ea . Such a olaeeir1oat1on 
doea not point out tbe epec1r1o tindingl of eaoh ~eor7 , 
but the theori es that wi ll be olaeair1od together have a 
common underlying logic which peralta ouch a grouping. 
Since each group h&a a coaaon underl71ng logic, then 1t 11 
neoeeaarr to d1eouaa the bae1o principles upon vh1oh thia 
logic ia baaed. The pr1nc1plee are concerned with each 
theory I I deecr1pt1on and OJQ)l&nat10D or the lea mine; 
procoaa, it~ methode or analyeee , and the 1aportance each 
places upon tbe relat1onah1pa or vholoo to parte and parte 
to vbolea. The vbole may be coneidered as an eight aeaauro 
aong and the parte may be oona1dered aa the phraaoe and the 
rhythms that make up the song. Associationists and 
Gest&ltiste are very specific as to their concepts or wholes 
and parte . 
The associationists are atooietic in their approach 
to the explanation or learning. They preter to analyze 
the learning process according to items that can be counted 
out and sorted. They try to diecover as many associated 
ite~e as possible and to state ae tull:r as possible the 
conditione accounting tor their association. The 
asaociationiata contend that the vbole can be explained in 
terms or the parts ot vhich 1 t is composed. These parte, 
in forming the vhole, do not lose their identity, hence 
the whole is equal to the sum or its parte , nothing more , 
nothing lees . In building up the vhole, one proceeds rroc 
the specific to the general . Each specific part is learned 
and these parts are then added together to form the whole . 
Associationists contend that learning proceeds from the 
specific, the part, to the general, the whole . 
Geatnl tiste bel ieve that the essence or the learning 
process is insight . Inelght may be defined as the 
restructuring or past experiences into a unlquo configuration 
which leads to the solution ot a problem, Insight may be the 
apontaneous integration ot tvo or more separate experiences 
in order to form a certain pattern which leads to the solution 
or a problem. When the learner bas achieved insight into a 
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problea, he recogn1£ee a certain relattonehlp, a pattern, or 
cont1gu.ration which will &1d hill 1n aohin& a probl""' · Hence, 
he is learning under cogniti~o control . Aooord1ng to Geetalt 
theorr, the mind ia more active 1n the learning process as 
opposed to tho paeeivit7 ot the mind 1n tho learning proceao 
according to the aaaociati~niata . Learning ia not 
char8cteri£ed b7 the bullding up or habita ae is the caae in 
aoaociation theoriee; it i8 the rearranaing or peat 
experiences to f orm Unique Nlationah1pa or conttgur•tiona. 
Thus, the learn1na process acoord1ng to the aeaoc1at1on1eta 
baa an additive feature; that is, one builds up a reserve or 
habite . Accord1na to the Geatalt1eto tho learning procoaa 
hae a rearrangeaent reature 1n that one rearrengee hie put 
expor1ences in order to eolve a novel proble:o. 
Learning aituatione are problematical oituatione . 
The learner is attempting to reach a solution . 
Asaociat1onists contend that there i8 nothing actually 
unique about the eolution or a new probloa. Tho solution 
1a roached b7 tho 'running ott• ot paat habita which are 
aaUar to tho pruent aH~t1on. The learner recognized 
aoaeth1ng in tho new problea that 1o oaUar to aomethlng 
1n a preceding problea. Hence, the learner 11 continually 
rehrr1na to the paat tor tbe aolut1on ot preaent probleae. 
Tho Geetalti8ta contend that every new probleo is 
aolved with a unique approach . It ia not Juat a matter ot 
applying something which vas learned in the past . The 
Gestaltists, however, do not deny the influence or paet 
experiences in the solution or present proble~s . They do 
assert, however, that the conte~porary situation is more 
important because or the tact that a problem may not be 
solved it presented in one vay, but it may be solved it 
presented in a different way . In the solution or a problem, 
the difference between 
• . . association theoriee and gestalt theories 
lies in the implication ot aaeooiation theories 
that the possession ot t .he necessary past 
experience somehow guarantees the solution. While 
gestalt theorists would agree that past experience 
will facil itate solution, they obJect to 
explanation• in terms or previous experience without 
taking organization into aocount , More is needed 
than the necessary aoount or inrormation. Just 
lr.noving enough words does not cause you to write 
a poem. The necessary experience alone does not 
solve the problem. In one or hie earlY expor1mente, 
Maier (1930) provided hie subJeete with all the 
experience necessary ror solving a problem, but 
only one or thirty- seven solved it. The paet 
experience had to be ueed appropriately before 
solution would occur. (14: 234) 
Thus , according to Gestaltieta, the solution to a problem 
is not reached by the •running orr• or past habits as in 
aeaoe i ation theory; it ie re·aohed by the rearranging or past 
experience& which leads to tbe formation or Unique patterns 
which in turn leads to the aohieveoent or 1ne1ght. The 
concept or insight as discussed by Hayes in Psxchology ~ 
Critical Thinlr.lng is found in the following quote: 
Psychologists and educators wbo explain the 
Gestalt (a Oeraan word which means pattern or 
cont1guration) view or l earning reel that nothing 
is learned in isolation . All learning draws from 
a background of experience . The arrangement or 
theee experiences into new and unique patterns 
calls tor more than association, conditioning, or 
t rial and error learning; it calls tor insight 
into the problem, This insight or ' seeing through' 
or the problem seams to 4epend upon much higher level 
mental processes than do other theories or learning. 
(12:82) 
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Learning is a phenomenon which is ueually more easily 
described then explained. It is a process by which an 
individual pasees trom potentiality to actuality. It may 
be described as a change in one ' s behavior. Maturati on is 
also a modifier of behavior, but it is alli ed to one ' s 
natural process or physical growth, whereas learning i s 
allied to mental growth that develops through experience. 
All learning ie characterized by activity, but oot all 
activity is l earning. If there is no improvement in one's 
performance or if he perrorme the same task repeatedly 1n 
the same way, then oo learning hao been eventuated. 1 
There are two main types of learning theories which 
atte~pt to deecrlbe and explain the learnlog process--the 
association type and tho Gestalt type or learnlog theories. 
According to association theory, the essence of the learning 
process i s bend formation. :Bonds are formed by an individual 
reacting to st!.aul1. 87 the process or add1ng one bond to 
another, one is able to increase h1e learni.ng capacity . 
Hence , learning proceeds troz the specific to the general, 
t r om the spec1tic part to the whole. The whole as conceived 
by the associationi sts i s e~ual to the sum ot its parts and 
the parts do not tend to lose thei r i dentity within the 
whole . 
The eaeence of the le•ar ning process according to 
~eataltista i s 1na1ght. I nsight i s achieved when a learner 
restructures his past experiences in order to form a unique 
conf iguration which leads to· t he solution of a problem. 
Thus , he has grasped the essential elements of the problem. 
In Gestalt theory , learni ng proceeds from the general to 
the specific, trom the whole to the part . Gestalt1sta contend 
that the parts tend to lose their identity within tho whole , 
CI!A."T3R IV 
THB ADVANTAGES Ol' THE Vii!OLE lo!ET"r!OD AS 
OP:'OSED TO THE PART J.IB'l.'!IOD 
In Chapter III, the eseential differences between 
association type theories or learning and Geatalt type 
t heories ot learning were discussed. That cbaptar was 
included in tbia thesis in order that tbe principles upon 
wbicb the whole and part aetbod are baaed c~n be mora tully 
understood . or course , many teachers, as it wao proposed 
in Chapter I , are unfamiliar with the principles upon which 
educational methode are rounded , ne•erthaleaa they tend to 
teach , perhaps ~wittingly, either more by the part , or by 
the whole c:ethod. 'l'ha part and "hole ,..thod or teac:>!ng can 
be traced back to the two types or learning theories--
association and Gestalt . The part method or teaching is 
based or 1a implied trom the association type learning 
theory. According to this type of theory, learning 
progresses trom the specific to the general, tram the part 
to tbe wbole ; that is, each specific part i s learned, 
then the next part 1a learned, and tbia additive process 
proceeds ~til a particular problem 1a solved or a 
particular goal ia ranched. In direct contrast to this , 
learning, according to Oeateltista , proceeds trom the 
general to the apacltic , tram the whole to tbe part; that 
ia, ~he eaaon~i&l el .. cnta of a proble• are grasped, then 
the specific par~• are learned. 
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It ia the purpcae of thia chapter to propose that 
the whole oethod ot teaching is superior and oore efficient 
to the part method ot teaoh~ng muaio. Thie assertion will 
be Y&lidated b7 the exper18ents quoted 1n Oha~ter II and 
the e•idenoe preeented 1n this chapter. 
SOoe ot the tlawa 1n the aaaooiation theor7 were 
pointed out b7 Thorpe when be stated that 
• • • aesooiationists have asauaed, perhapo 
unwittingly, that thie 1a a world ot plurality. 
For it 1deae muat be Joi ned together to rorm 
knowledge, it follows that there are aeparata 
a7atems extant which can be uoit1ed by 
aaaoo1ation. Such a thea1a 1gnoree the un1t7 
which aolenoe haa aaaertad governe the uol•erae. 
(20:114) 
In direot contraat to thia, the O.etalt school 
rounded 
••• 1ts principles upon a philosophy ot the 
universe. While all theorista are, b7 the very 
tact ot their aaeumptive trame~ork, oo~itted 
to a world-outlook, no others have eo 1neiatently 
demonstrated their adherence to euch a poeition aa 
have the Oeatalt1ete •.• • the Oeet&lUata have 
e•phae1~ed the un1t7 or the uni•erae- a ~t7 
which 1e reoogn~zed throuah the proceaa ot 1ne1ght. 
• • • 1ne1ght worka out upon the world which, 
according to Oaetalt reaoon1ng, 1a eo patterned 
that 1ne1ght 1e able to function. In ohort, the 
power to grasp patterno torcea the learner to 
aaeuae that auob patterns actual17 e11at . These 
patterns, regarded ae being 1apl1o1t, are the 
Gestalten. (20:3951 
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Moreover, connectioniam which is an association type 
ot learning theor1, has lost status because of the tact 
t hat 
••• it overe:nphasize<l t he part-to-whole (srothesis) 
metho<l ot learning and that teachers have found it 
difficult to sttculate enthusiasm tor a s1stem which 
tails to present problems and activities as 
meaningful wholes before proceeding to an anal1ais 
or ita parts . (20:8~) 
It can be concluded from tho precedi ng statements that 
associationists are too much concerned with the specific 
parts that can be recognized,, sorted out, and counted 
whereas Gestaltists are concerned with congruent patterns 
and meaningful r elationships •. 
Since it is proposed that the whole method, based 
on Gestalt principles, is superior to the part method 
which can be traced to association theor1 , then more 
evidence will be presented that will validate t his purpose. 
one or the solutions as to the possible wa1 of educating 
a class ot children and s till allow tor individual 
differences is b1 utiUung t he whole approach . In t he 
presentation ot the whole problem to the children, they 
are presented with the essential elements or the problem; 
they are given en overall view ot the problem. These 
essential elements or features may be explained 
specifically to the Children or t he1 ma1 be i mplicit or 
eventuated through the actual teaching. Whatever procedure 
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is followed will depend upon the mental and physical maturity 
ot the child at the time ot learning. Y~en the whole 
probl em is presented, then the children wbo are more rapid 
learners can grasp that material commensurate ~~th their 
learning capacity. In tbe case ot tbe slow learner , tbe 
teacher can more readily det&rmine tho3e aspects ot the 
problem with which the slow learner requires the most belp 
and , tberetore , be core able to help the student relate the 
known to the unknown. Thus , it is seen that an attempt 
is made in Gestalt theory to meet one ot the moat 
frustrat ing problems or the present- day classroom, 
that ot educating masses of children without 
resorting to mass met hods ot instruction. As is 
y;ell known , mass instr uct ion tails to reach 
pupils who are on either end or a curve or 
distribution in any respect . Because Gestalt 
doctrine-particularly Lewin ' s version- is so 
concerned with personali t ,y, this problem will be 
cballeng&d, it not actually met , by the richness 
of: background materials P'rovided . (20: 250) 
It a preble~ is presented by the part method , 
the quicker learner does not have the advantage or 
progressing beyond that which is presented. In the case 
of the slower learner, the teacher cannot readily determine 
that which cnn be grasped and, that which •~till be of: 
difficulty to the child . It toll~vs then that 
In general , it appears wise to use a 
"whole-then-par t" procedure in studying 
meaningful material . First the general setting 
is sketched in to present the major relationships . 
Then the parts are studied in more detail . In 
this procedure , progressively smaller parts would 
bo studied i n order . The advantage lies in 
taking closely related parts as a group , since 
one cannot be understood without the other. 
After gaining an general overview, the material 
is subdivided not into isolated fragments, but 
into smaller 'whol es .• (J:JO?) 
Another example that illustrates the advantage or 
the whole method is t hat efficient learners seem to prefer 
the whole method or learning. McGeoch (28) asserted that 
there is a positive correlation between superior 
intell i gence and the utilization ot the whole method ot 
learning. I n reterence to this, Cruze made the following 
statement: 
The general observation thet etticient learners 
usually try to get an overview or an entire 
selection betore they study the detailed items, 
may be due to the tact that the good learner s 
have high intelligence and, therefore , find the 
whole method more to their l1ki.ng . (4:JOJ) 
It can be concluded trom the preceding statements thst the 
possibility exists that efficient learners acqUired t heir 
capacity by employing the whole method and consequentl y, 
slow learners may become efficient learners by utilizing 
the same procedure, the whole method. It may also be 
concluded that the element ot organ1tat1on is an important 
factor in acqUiring the capacity to be an efficient l earner, 
This element or organization is eventuated by the grasping 
or congruent patterns and these congruent patterns are an 
essential feature in the whole method ot teaching and the 
whole method of learning. 
It was mentioned previously that this whole method 
approach can be traced to Gestaltiam and its principles , 
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It was also stated previously' that in Gestalt theory , 
insight is the essence or the learning process . It is 
necessary to point out same ot the factors which promote 
insight in order that the optimuo results can be oventuated 
when the vthole approach is utilized. 
Insight is eventuated mainly by two interchanging 
or even concurrent operating act ivities--generalization and 
differentiation. Skinner st a 'ted that "generalization is the 
process of extracting from a number ot experiences the 
significant relationships , similarities, and structures 
common to all of them,• (18:560) Through generalization , 
the learner is able to assimilate r elated experiences into 
one general pattern or concept , but without it, • experience 
of a l l sorts would remain discrete , no pattern would emerge , 
and by definition, no transf ex ot learning would be possible . • 
(18: 561) Hence , generalization occurs when the learner has 
perceived a congruent relationship between a number ot 
experiences . A generalization mus t always be subJected to 
revision since new knowl edge <>a n be round wbich will e.dd 
more meaning to the generalization. 
Generalization is otten operating with 
ditterentietion. Through ditterentiation , the learner 
perceives significant ditterences between and among a number 
ot experiences, By the process ot d1tterent1at1on 
••• the learner selects from numerous previous 
experiences those which are most nearly 
appropriate and applicable to the solution ct the 
new problem that contront~ him; also, he is able 
to rotrain from making a blanket application or 
his previous experience to the solving or the 
new problem. In short, be perceives the 
significant differences between what he has 
previously encountered and what is now presented 
to him. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Through differentiation, then, the learner 
retinas meanings, defines dir ections, and sees 
details in larger contexts ; and this closer 
perception helps him to re-define his concepts 
ot larger wholes or exper-ience . (18:565) 
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It is important that the learner does not overditterentiate 
since it may lead to the attaching ot too ouoh importance 
to minor details . 
Insight can be eventuated it the following principles 
are operating : 
1 . Cognitive readiness ; that is, the learner must 
have a sutfioient collection ot ordered generalizations 
and differentiations with which to approach the given 
problem. The learner must also be emotionally receptive 
to tho approaching problem. 
2. The given problem must be presented as a whole . 
So that a learner may achieve insight i nto a given problem, 
the problem is presented as a whole in order to give the 
learner a • serviceable map of tho surroundings• so that tho 
solution to the problem can be r eached by any goal- pointing 
path. 
3. Attar a general orientation to the problem and 
its essential characteristics is given, then accuracy , 
precision, and particular skills are developsd , 
'l'lle vhole approach can be utilized to ad•antB8e 1n 
the teaching or auoic because or the coaplex1t7 or music 
reading and muoical perrormance. For example, in Order 
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tor an individual to read muoaic, he auat grup the melodic , 
rb7thmie, and harmonic eleaents or the ooore . It tollova 
that the greater the auolcal pattern one can peroei•e, the 
eaeler the coaplex problea or auoic reading will becoae. 
Th1e point 1e validated b7 the e:x;perl.aonto quoted 1n 
Chapter II; that 1e, that th·e better tho auaic reader, the 
larger the aua1oal pattern perceived. Hence, a auaio 
teacher muat alvara atrive to teach music reading 1n ter.oo or 
aeaningtul vholeo . Thou vholea can be congruent patterns 
ouch ao phrueo, the Alberti baa-a oo-on recurring beae 
figure, arpeggiated figures, aequenceo and ocala paoaagea. 
I t the music educator can teach the oh1ldren to recogni~e 
these whole patterns 1n musi c , than the muaio reading 
problem can be allevi~ted. This maT seam like musical 
teaching •common sanae,• but as Bean (23) otated in hie 
e:x;pertaent, the utili~ation or the Gestalt principle in 
teaching euaio reading io neglected b7 aanr auoic teachers. 
'l'be util1ut1on or the whole ,.ethod in teaoh1ng 
rote eonge to children 11 prevalent. The whole , uauall7 
a abo r t song composed or eight meaeuree, ia eung to the 
children in order that the c~1ldren can become taa1liar 
vith tho whole aong . Then the separate phraooo, which can 
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be considered as smaller wholea, are presented. Then, 
sections which otter difficul~y can be worked on and learned. 
The similarities or differences in phrases and melodic 
and rhythmic patterns should be pointed out to the children. 
This not only helps the child to correlate the separate 
patterns or the song, but it also aids him in memorizing 
the song. 
In the me:norization or mu.aic , as Beck (24) asserted 
in his experiment, it is advantageous to memorize whole 
patterns such as melodic, rhythmic , and harmonic relations 
and also learn to recognize the similarities and differences 
or arpeggioo and scale passages. 
It is also advantageous to teach instrumental music 
by utilizing the whole approach , especially in teaching 
stringed instruments . As Bor:norr stated in his book l'inger 
Patterns tor Violin, 
Considerat ion of t he psychological and 
physiological rectors und,erl,ying a child's behavior, 
correct motivation to produce intrinsic interest 
and an intelligent systematic approach on the pert 
or the teacher to develop skills rapidly and 
thoroughly will accelerate progress to such an 
extensive degree that both solo and ensemble work 
will be possible atter the completion or this 
book, ••• After one yea.r ot study, a string 
student Should be able to play in any position, 
and have considerable lett hand dexterity and bow 
control . The key to this approach lies in the 
introduction or the instrument es a \thole . (1:4) 
Present ing a stringed instrument by the whole oethod 
necessitates that the ohild grasp or be taught the essential 
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elements involved in playing 4 stringed instrument. One ot 
the essential elements necessary tor playing a stringed 
instrument is the developing ot the bow arm. Hence, the 
cbild is introduced at an early stage in his learning to 
not only the various types or bowing sucb as spiccato and 
staccato, but be is also taught to use various parts ot the 
bow--trog, middle, and point , Such procedures tend to 
produce a well-developed bow arm. 
Another essential el~ent or string playing is 
learning to shitt , Hence, at an early stage in his 
learning, the child is taught to shift . It t he part method 
were utilized, the child wou1d be kept in the first pos1 t1on 
until it wee learned, then he> would tend to encounter 
difficulty when he tried to shift out ot the tirst position 
because ot the tact t hat be had become so accustomed to the 
tirst position. 
Crossing strings is another essential elsnent 
involved in playing a stringed instrument. Hence, the 
child also becomes temilia r with crossing the tour strings 
and be does not stay on Just one a tring until the posi tiona 
on that s~ring are learned. 
It is seen from the preceding illustration that the 
child becomes taoiliar with the instrument as a ~ole; 
that is, he becomes familiar with bowing, shifting, and 
crossing stringe , Once bo b&oomes familiar Vlith the many 
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atpecta or playing the 1natrugent, then the opec1t1c ak1lla 
and the finer pc1nta or atr1ng playing are developed . Not 
only is ths child' a interest kept alive by introducing 
tho various aepeoto ot playing at early atagea of learning, 
he also becomes flexible in playing in that he ia familiar 
with the whole i nstrument . 
The pa.rt and whole method haTe tbe1r baaia 1n 
association and Gestalt lear.ning theoriea reapectively. It 
waa determined that from statements in this chapter and tho 
experiaenta quoted in Chapter II, that the whole approach 
ia more superior than the part approach in teaching ausio 
readlns . It baa alao pro-ren to be adYantagaouo 1n the 
teaohlng ot otringed 1nttrumento. '!'he whole, howner , 
must be speoH1oall:r c18t1ned before atte11pting to introduce 
a problem by tho whole approach. Tho length and oompca1t1on 
ot the whole auat be appropriate to tho oh1ld1a learning 
capacity. !hia oapaoit:r can be determined b:y a knowledge 
ot chlldren ' o bohaYior patten> a vblob v1ll be the aubJect 
ot tho next ohaptar . In conolue1on, Gestalt theor7 ia 
oonoorned with congruent patterns which are conceived in 
tho mind and which lead to the aolution ot a problem. 
There also exiata patterns of bodily motion, according to 
Polnauer (J2), that it correct , will tend to produce the 
a1n1aua ot tension and the boot tone pcea1bl a , 
CI!AP'l"ER V 
Bli:RAVIOR P~'l'ERNS OF CHILDREN, AGES SIX T"dROUGR ELEVEN , 
AND TI!EIR IMPUC~O.NS FOR LIUSIC TEACHINO 
In addition to havina a knowledge ot the psychology 
or learning, it is necessary to be taml.llar with both the 
nento.l and physical growth or those whom one teaches, A 
knowledge ot the psychology o~ learllina enables an 
educator to base his tee.ohings on ~Dund psychOlogical 
principles , A knowledge ot the mental and physical 
growth sequences ot children enables tho educator to apply 
those psychological principles appropriately to the proper 
mental and physical maturity level. For exCJDple, it an 
educator wishes a learner to gain insight into a particular 
problem, that inaight will only be achieved it the learner 
has a sufficient number or geoeralizationa and 
differentiations, gained through experience, pertinent to 
the particular problem and a knowledge ot behavior patterns 
ot children will aid the educator in determining what 
experiences the child may have bad which are related to 
the present problem, 
These behavior patterne, growth gradients as they 
are referred to by Gesell (10) , refer to the whole growth 
ot a child , his mental and physical growth, his interests, 
his taml.ly and community relationahips , and his school lite, 
These behavior patterns indi·cate what the child may have 
experienced in the past, is •experiencing nov, and what he 
may experience in the tuturs . One'o knowledge of the 
child ' s experiences will govern what the child is given 
in a school curriculum. These behavior patterns act as 
gui des in helping the educator to determine what subjects 
and activities should be oft•ered in school and in what 
sequence they should be presented. It is important that 
• • • the activi ties, e:x;periencee and learnings 
we set up tor a child must be adapted to his 
developmental level or they will be fruitless. 
He may seem to tunct1on as we wish him to, but 
he will do so only in a superficial and spurious 
fashion, oontorming to the external requirements 
i mposed upon him, but fa.1li ng to grasp and 
aeaimilate the essence o~ what we wish to convey. 
()0:18) 
These behavi or patterns must not , however, be 
considered as rigid norms or as specific indi cations as to 
what certain type ot behavior s~~uld occur at a certain 
age . Theee behavior patterns indicate what kinds of 
behavior are apt to occur at variouo age l evels. ~osell 
stated that these behavior patterns or growth 
• • • gradients are intended to show the overall 
developmental sequences or behavior rather than 
rigid standards of expectancy. Individual 
differences are too great to permit rigid 
standards rigidly applied. ~onerous allowances 
should be made for age va riations . 
Nevertheless, the gradient-levels are location 
points which help to give us bearings. They 
indicate, suggestively, the kinds ot behavior which 
precede; and sti ll better they indicate the kinds 
or behavior which are likely to follow 1n due oouree. 
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This orientation, this ~orward look, provides 
perspective and usually affords cause tor optimism. 
The gradients are not designed to rate the child; 
they are designed as tools to aid interpretation. 
They are rough oharta to sail by. (10:221) 
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Hence, these behavior patterns provide clues to the teaeher 
as to what types or behavior tend to become manifest at 
various age levels and the corresponding school-grade 
levels. They aid the teacher in planning hie work 
according to the proper sequence or mental and physical 
growth. They also aid the teacher in selecting material 
and activities appropriate to the interests or a child at 
a cer tain age and in a certain grade. The interests or 
ch1ldren are 
• , , ready-made moti vee. which may be ut111zed by 
the etticient~acber . Knowledge ot the results or 
scientific studies Of the dOminant interests Of 
bo7e and girls at different agee will enable the 
teacher to avoid the mietake or appealing to 
intereete which have been outgrown, or to thoee 
which have not yet developed, , • , Only through 
a full realization or the nature or g r owth and 
development in interests and through a careful 
study or individual pupi l s will the teacher be 
able to utilize interests to the fulleat extent . 
(4:292) 
These behavior patterns are to be considered as 
relative indications , not absolute indications or child 
growth and development and as such, they provide the 
teacher with generalizations and different1a ticne which 
aid in tol:'Ciula t1ng teaching cethods and curriculum planning. 
It follows, then, that these generalizations and 
d1rrerentiatione proTide 
• • • a reaeonabl7 clear idea or the expected 
developmental eequenoe w1thin a territory or growth 
will give ua very important leada in deoid1ng what 
to do and what to avoid 1n planni ng eduoation&l 
program& within that area •• . • although the 
eequenoe of mueioal development ia not invariant 
or inflexible, w1 can still maintain that there 
1e an optl.awe or •noraal ' sequence, and that it 
auat deteraine the opt1aua pattern or a muoical 
education. ()0:18) 
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Before prooeed11J3 to diaeuaa the beha•1or patterna 
or each age, six through eleven, a number or 
generalizations pert o1.n1ng to thie age group will be 
pt'eaented. The young child 1a mainly in a aenaory stage 
and as such, he eXPer1encea hie world 11ainlJ' through one 
or his seneee, eepeo1ally hear1"3. !hue, the auditory 
••tbod or preeentation io better until , aa he beoomee 
older, perception boooaee aore coaplex and then vieual aethoda 
become more ertoot1vo. He lear ns •oro by 1a1tation, hence 
the need for a great amount or rote instruction or muaio 1n 
the elementary gradoa, 
Muraell (17) and Earb.art (6) have poi.nted out that 
the young child io nry aucb preoccupied with the tonal 
eluent 1n auaic. HI onJoya eound1ft8 toneo and 1o very 
oenaitive to thea . Tbio r eaponae to tone io the otarting 
point or the child 1e aesthetic approach to auoic. It 
rollowa then tha t tho child should be given many evidences 
ot good tone and that good t one ahould be one or the 
primary aims sought tor in all rote singing, 
The child's attention span is brier and , therefore , 
he cannot remAin at one activity tor a long period or 
time. This indicates that a variety or musical activities 
should be available so that wben interest is lost in one 
activity, another activity similar to the preceding one can 
be presented. Also, the songs that a child learns to sing 
should be brief, or 
••• any very long composition will necessarily become 
a series or detached impressions rather than a unitary 
whole , and will consequenely be roreign to any powers 
or musi cal Judgment be may have . (6:92) 
14oreover, most children in the elementa.ry grades 
ar e very active physically. This energy should be utilized 
in musical dramatizations and rhythmic activities. When 
the child is engaged in musical activities, his bodily 
~:~otions are overt manifestations ot what he senses from the 
music . The proper sequence or bodily movements will be 
trom large to small ; that is , first the use or the trunk and 
arms , then the use or the rorearm and bands , 
The behavior patterns or ages six through eleven 
will now be discussed, This is ordinarily the age group 
present in the elementary school , grades one through six. 
The different age levels wi l l be presented in chronological 
order. 
The six-year-old child 1s described as being 
eelr-oentered and oven when be ia involved in group play, 
he tends to dominate with his own individual interests. 
Since he 11 oelt-eentered, he likeo to hear ator1es about 
h1aeelt or about aoaeone who 1s o1a1lar to h1a. thus, 
be aay enJoy a1ng1.ng eonge about hiaaelt or about aocoeone 
or something that hat a peraonal relat1onahip to hia. 
Be praters to be conotantly buay and he 1s 
extremely aggreoa1ve both verbally and physically. Thie 
energy should be absorbed and appropriately ut111ted in 
h1o vocal and rh)"tha1o act1v1t1ee. The child aay react 
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to aua1c through bodll7 aot1one. !hie aotor activity should 
be lett largely to h1o own creation e1nco ha doea not like 
direct interference 1n an1 ot hie act1v1t1eo and he ls not 
ready tor any tormal instruction as such. In his mue1eal 
act1v1t1es, he seemo to have a preference tor a1ng1ng and 
ak1pp1ng to the mue1c . 
A e1r-year-old oh1tts rroa one activity to another 
and enJoys the beg1nn1nsa or tasks. But, he uaually needs 
help 1n the a1ddle or thea, and 1t the help 1a adequate, 
he wlll be eager to attack the endings ot tasks. Bence, 
the teacher ehoUld always bt> ready to otter enough 
aae i atanee to the child ln order to bring h1m closer to the 
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coapletion ot a taak. If there are a nuaber ot ausical 
tasks to be compl eted, a cba.rt should be pcated ohoving the 
progress ot each i ndividual in theeo muei oal taako . A 
six-year-old 11keo to aes visual evidence ot h1o own 
aucoese and ouch a chart will not only maintain i nterest 
in a certain taak, but 1t vi.ll aloe oern aa a source ot 
coapetlti on aaong the chlldren. 
!he oix-7ear-old ch1ld pcooeooeo a quick capacit7 
to pretend. Th1o capaoit7 can be utilited ln the singing 
or aonge or in tho playing of musical games . In addition 
t o pretending, h1a interest~ lie in listening to the 
radio, in l i stening to h1a own phonograph recorda, i n 
thinking about nuaboro, 1D plqing ball, and in atori es 
about anl•ale. 'l'beoe intereata provide guidee aa to the 
typo ot auoieal activltiea tbat 887 be appropriate tor uee 
in the f irst gr ade. 
SEVEN-YEAR- OLD 
Like the oix-year-old, the seven-year-old child 1e 
pictured ae being eolt-contered, but tho oeven-year-old 
11 leea stubborn, leae aggreaa1•e , •~re 1nhlb1te4, and a 
l it tle more cooperative in group p1&7. It ie an 
aaa1milative ago ; tho chi ld is a little more retleotive in 
h1a thinking. It 1& time for relating nov experiences to 
old eXPeriences. Hence, lt l e an opportune time tor the 
music teacher to review eoae ot the child's past mus i cal 
learnings and to relate theM to hie present learning 
activities. 
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The aeven-year-old child has difficulty in starting 
t asks, but once star ted, he 1s very persistent and is eager 
to co~plets the given t ask . It follows, t het in presenting 
any musical problem, the child should be g iven more help in 
the beginning and then gradually allowed to do more work for 
hililselt' . 
Hs i s siMi lar to the six- year-old in that he likes 
to see a chart or his own success in the performing or 
tasks . He prefers to know what comes next, and a chart 
will also serve this purpose. Be seece to enjoy singing 
and to enjoy plaYing the var1ous percussive instrUMents . 
A seven-year-old expresaea the desire to take piano lessons , 
but he ia usually unable to practice alone . He likes to 
gallop and to do a siMple running step to music . 
The eeven-year-old child has a more realistic 
approach to hi s activities , but he still enJoys fairy 
tales and tales of magic . He has an eXPanding interest 
in his co=unity and the people in it. Songs could nov 
be ueed which describe co~un1ty l i fe and the people 
involved 1n the service or the co~unity such ae policemen 
and firemen . Also , he is interested in bicycles, in 
listening to the r ad1o , and 1n stor1es about animals . 
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EIGHT-!EAR- OLD 
The eight- year-old i s becoming leas eelt- centered, 
he is learning to subordinate his interests to that of the 
group, and he is becomi ng more cooperative in group play. 
Hence, the ~usia teacher can offer musical activities which 
a.re o f a more complex nature than before and which require 
more cooperation between ~embere or the group. Musical 
dragat 1zat1ons can now be ot a more organized and less 
tree- type play. 
In hie motor activiti•e, the eight-year-old is more 
g r aceful and rhythmi c . Bei ng core graceful than before , 
he may enjoy folk dancing , but he pretara to have tree play 
i n hi s dracatizat1one and rhythmic activities. 
The eight-year-old child 1e becoming a good obeerver, 
consequently , he ie bogi.nning to dietingUish between the 
similarities and differences i n the objects about him . 
Being of an observant nature, he often learns through 
the mietakes or others . He i s more aware ot his 11kes and 
dislikes . Thus, a music teacher can be more certain as to 
the type of musical activltiee thio age level prefers . 
An eight-year-old has l ees desire to practice his 
lessons in music and he is ueually unable to practice alone , 
but he does enjoy playing duets . He is interested in 
listening to the radio , in animal and adventure stories, and 
is becoming interested in foreign lands , the children ot 
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toreign lands and their pl~y activities , These interests 
provide the basis tor the selection ot songs and other 
musical activities which are suitable for use in the third 
grade . 
The most characteristio quality of tho nine-year-old 
is salt-motivation. He is able t o fill his idle moments 
with uaotul activities, He now has a greater capacity to 
work independently and he ia becoming more able to practice 
his music lessons alone . His individual behavior is more 
noticeable and he has positive likes and dislikes. Because 
ot the greater maturity ot his neuro-muscular system, he is 
interested in perfecting skills and shows a preference tor 
correct fingering and a lighter touch at the piano, 
He is learning =oro and more to subordinate his 
interests to that ot the group, He likes to act with the 
group and to compete as a member of a group. Be seems to 
have a preference for team games . Interest in musical 
activities oan be aroused and maintained by setting up 
compet itive musical contests end by alternating the members 
ot a group. 
A nine -year- old child ' s activities are more 
channelized and more organized, He likes to classi fy , 
i dentity , and to order his 1atormation and to read tor 
tacts . He has a more businesslike attitude , Moreover , a 
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111ne-:reat-old 'beg1na to eYaluate hie ovn perroraancee and be 
eeelts correct1one and u:planati ons or hie errors. Since he 
ie nov start ing to rerine bi s mental end pbya1cal aetiv1t1ea, 
1t aa;y 'be tbe tlae to attempt to develop mora complex musi cal 
elt1lla such aa aua1o reading . 
Hie 1Dtereata lie 111 stories or an1aala, i n 
'biographies or auaio composer s, and 1n the children's elaae1ee 
aueh u Tom 5a.wyer and Truaure I sl~tnd. 
TEN--YEAR-OLD 
The ten-year-old 1a more conpla1aant and leaa 
dagand1ng tban the n1ne-;year-old child. He d1rrera troa a 
nine-:rear-old in that 
••. !WI!:, u ve ha ... eeen, 1a earnutl;y engaged 1D 
autering alt~lla; be vorll:a vith cbannel1ud intentneee 
and ia not too eaa1l:Y diverted troa one aotiv1t7b 
another. He 1a in a aore or l eaa oonatant state or 
urgency , aa t hough in contest with T1me. In 
comparison TEN 1a r elaxed and caaual , yet alert . He 
baa himself and hia altille i n band; be takes things 
i n hie stride; he works with exeout1ve apeed and 
11ltea tbe challenge or mental arithmetic . He often 
above a genuine capacity to budget h1a !lao and h1a 
energy. . • • he oan .&tend to a v1eual tult, and at 
the aame t1ae aa1nta1n connreat1on. NINE aa;y have 
to stop at euoh a taak, ~ order to talk. (l0:21J) 
Si nce the ten-;yeaJ-old baa 'baaelt and hie alt1lla 1n band,' 
it aa7 'be the opportune time to atteapt part-singing. 
(l0: 21J) 
He 1e ver;y aotivel;y engaged 1n outdoor pla7 and 
enJo1a b1oyole riding, aporte, and caring tor h1e pete . 
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Be &leo likes eo collect warioua articles end to tcrm and 
be a aqber at a club, 
L1ka a graat number ot children in the ele~entary 
gradee , t he ten-year-old child•e attention epan ie brier 
and beca~ae or this 
••• hie teacher needs to plan tor timely ehitts , 
eepec1elly to break into ~a more eedantary 
demands . Singing is one or hie tavor1te 
"break-in" activities . Be levee to aing , 1e a~e 
ot hia voice, and joine well wi tb a gro~p . B~t 
don ' t give llilllany a1eay songs . Diel1ke ot s~ch 
aonge me;r well be a strong indication that 
10-year-old boys are beca=ing aware ot their 
aenlineee . (ll:62) 
Compared with the complacency ot the ten-year-old 
child, the eleven-TGar- old child is reetleea, critical and 
d6ll&nding. Be 1a more adept at challenge than at response . 
He pratere keen competition, The •~aic teacher aho~d 
~tilize this preference tor challenge by presenting to him 
aonge and otller JDusical nct1v1tiea which are more difficult 
than tbe ones to which be ie accustomed . 
Be likes to know what le expected ot him and wants 
hie work related to hie reality. Be ia bacca!ng interested 
in jazz and popular 1:1uaic . !low ie the tiae to direct his 
attention to the better type ot jazz and pop~ar ~~sio by 
bawing bim listen to ~:~any good example• ot this type ot music , 
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The eleven-year-old ch1ld1 s greatest weakness 1a 1n 
seeing relationships . He otten can undars t and a relationship 
more clearlY 1r it is erpla1ned by means of an appropriate 
story . Thia offers one possible solution as to the 
presenting of musical problems to the eleven-year-old 
child. His interests lie in singing, bicycle riding, 
horseback riding, collecting various articl es, and i n 
carefree walks . 
It is neoesaary to emphasize the tact that the 
children ' s behavior patterns which have been discussed in 
this ohapter are not to be considered as rigid norma or 
as apeoitio indications of epecitio behavior at a specific 
age level . These behavior patterns provi de guides or broad 
points of reference by which an educator can determine 
the poasible past experiences a child has had, the poasible 
present experumoea he is hav1ng, and the possible future 
experiences that he "'BY have .. Hence, educators can plan 
and determine which subJects and activities shoUld be 
included in a school curricUlum in relation to tne proper 
sequence ot child growth, both mentallY and physically . 
'l'hrougb a survey of tine behavi or patterns or chil dren 
in tbe elementary grades, it can be seen tbat many ot tbe 
children bave an interest in music, especiolly 1n singing, 
• 
playing the piano, and in rhythmic activities . Since a 
basic interest in music 1o present, 1t remains for the 
etf1cient music teacher to maintain this interest, promote 
it, and make it a l asting one . It was also round that 
there vas a prevailing interest among the oh1ldren of the 
elementary grades in listening to the r adio . Consequently, 
the children should be informed about good musi c progracs 
vhich are broadcasted, tbeoe programs should be discussed, 
and the children should be encouraged to report on them. 
From the manner or reporting, the teacher can deduce if a 
child is devel oping a keener interest in music and it this 
ie so , then guidance can be given which will channel that 
interest in the proper direction, 
CIUJ>TER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO~<ENDATIONS 
I . SID!MARY 
'!'be purpoae or thJ.e a tuey vae &a tollovo: (1) to 
present a ger.eral 41aouaeion ot ~e t heor1ea or learning, 
( 2 ) to ahoY the educatiOnal advantage& Of being fUilie..r 
with the peyohologr or learning, (J) to ahov the advantagee 
or tbe whole aethod ae opposed to the part method or 
teaobing, and (4) to ahov how a knowledge or ebildren ' e 
behavior patterne oan be uaed as a baeia tor ~e teaching 
ot aus1c . 
H vaa aaaerted 1n Chapter I that a an:r aua1o 
educators are untaailiar vi~ the po:ycbolog:r or educational 
a ethoda or teaching aueic. '!'be:r were &lao untaaUiar with 
the peychology ot learning on vhioh many or the educational 
ooethoda are rounded. Although a working ltnowledgo or the 
pe:rohology or learning will not otter to the educator all 
the correct anevera to att1clent teachlOC, nevertheless it 
oan point out the advantagea ot util iting teaching metboda 
that bave sound educational psychological baaea, rather 
than employing much trial and error and hoping to beooooe 
an etticient teacher through nany :re• ra or practice and 
experience. With a vorlting knowledge or tbe psychology or 
learning, a teacher oan becoae aore acquainted with the 
possible ways in which children dO and can learn, and in 
utilizing this knowledge, the teacher can be more adept 
in presenting hie material in various ways instead of 
being limited to a few . 
6.S 
Chapter II . In this chapter, experiaents pertaining 
to the psychology ot muei<> were presented. Two experiments 
treated or the ocular and manual behavior that eventuated 
when music ie read . It was t ound that the eyes moved along 
the music score in rapid Jerks during which there was no 
clear vision. The apprehens1on ot the material that vas 
read occurred during the paueea between the Jerks . Those 
who used the shortest pauses were the more r apid music 
readers and they were the ones who gr asped significant 
musical patterns and utilized the~ in r eading the music 
score . 
A third experiment c<>ncerned with an experimental 
approach to music reading pointed out that pattern readers, 
those who perceived melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic patterns, 
were the =ore rapid and the more accurate music readers. 
This experiment also pointed out that the Gestalt principle 
is etten neglected in the teaching ot music reading. 
Bean (2J ) concluded that with the aid or the tachistoscope 
which presented musical patterns to the readers, the reader 
could improve his a1ght read1ng habits . 
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It vae concluded rrca the r ow-th e:r;pel"Uient that 
although neither aetbod, p~ or vbole, eboved &JI1 
euperioritT i n the mecorlzlng or piano aueio, nevertheless, 
the aore capable the reader, the larger the auoioal unit 
perceived. 
From the last e:r;per1ment on a b1o- mecbenlc approach 
to mualc education, the advantages or bilateral bowing 
over unilateral bowing were propoeed. Polnauer (J2) 
aeeerted that there exiete patterno or bodil7 motions, 
which, it correct, can produce the ll1n1aua or =usele tension 
and the beat tone poaeible. 
Chapter III . A general dlacueaion of the nature or 
learning vao presented 1n Chapter III. It vaa round that 
learning vao orten aore aao117 deocribed than e:r;plained. 
Learning and maturation both aoditied behavior, but 
maturation is allied to the natural pb,yoioal growth or an 
individual, wher eas learning is allied to mental growth and 
il developed through oXJ)erience. 
The two prevalent theoriol or learning--the 
auociatlon t:rpe and the Gee Cal t tJp->:ere propounded 1n 
an ettort to describe and eX))lL1D the proceu or learning. 
AIIOCiationiete deecribed it aa a prooeaa ot bond formation 
and aa a process that proceeded trom the epeeitic to the 
general, troa tho part to the whole. !hie whole 1e equal to 
the sua ot ito parts and the parta do not tend to lose their 
• 
identitJ within the whole. In direct oppooition to this 
theory, Oestaltiate proposed that the eaaence or the 
learning prooeae it ina1ght and that the learning process 
proceeded rro~ the whOle to ~he part. Tho whole , as 
conceived by the Oeet&ltiats , is more t hen the aua ot ita 
parte and ae a coneequence, the parta tend to lose their 
identitJ within the whol e . 
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Chapter !!· It vaa pointed out 1n thie ohepter that 
tho whole and part motbod or teaching could bo implied or 
traced to tho Oeatalt theory and tho aeeooiation theory 
respectively. It wae the purpoae or thie chapter to 
proaent ertdence in eupport or the vbole approach ~ music 
teaching as oppolld to tho part approach. the problem ot 
teaching a clue and or asking &llo,.anc .. tor individual. 
neede can be alleviated b1 utilizing the whole approach. 
In the presenting ot a problem as a whOle , the essential 
elements or the problem muet either be explicitly atated 
or eventuated through the actual instruction. It was 
aaaorted that the Oeet&lt principle ebould be utilized in 
the teaching or aueic reading; that ie, the children aboUld 
be taught to r ecognize congruent pattern• eueh as aelod1c, 
rhrthaic, and harmonic patterne ae well •• pbraees, 
arpeggios, sequencea, and scale peeeages . It was shown 
that the whole approach is a.dvantageoua 1n tho teaching ot a 
stringed instrument. 
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Chapter v. In Chapter IV, it was stated that the 
length and composition or the whole must be appropriate to 
the child's mental and physical maturity at the time of 
learning. A knowledge or the behavior patterns presented 
in this chapter will assist the educator in determining more 
adequately the length and composition or the whole . For 
eXBLlple, it was pointed out that the attention span of a 
child is briet, theretore, short rote songs should be used. 
In this case , the whole could be considered as an eight-
measure song which is appropriate to the ohild •s learning 
capacity. 
II . CONCLUSIONS 
Evidence has boen presented to validate the 
statement that the whole approach to teaching music is 
superior to the part approach. l'ro:n the experiments in 
music reading, it can be concluded that pattern readers, 
those who grasp musical patterns rather then music parts, 
are the more rapid and the more accurate music readers . 
It follows that one should teach children to recognize these 
congruent musical patterns in order that they may become 
more etticient music readers . It must be determined 
-
betorehand or what length and composition the whole should 
be . The length and composition or the whole must be 
appropriate to the learning capacity ot the child in order 
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that he =&1 be able to graap the o1gnitioanoo ot the whole . 
Some problema are too extensive to be preeented as 
a whole and i n such a caae, the problem ia divided lnto 
omallar meaningtul vholea . ~ois 1apliea that the mualc 
teacher must know all the important eleaenta that are 
noceae&r7 ln deTel opina plqina al<l.ll . An oumple of this 
ia pl&Jing the Tiolin. It is impoeeible to proeent a' one 
time the whole problem involved in Pl&Tlng th11 inat~ent . 
Hence, the whole problem is divided into smaller wholes; 
that ia, bowi ng , poait1on-eh1fting, and creasing or str1nge. 
lt muat be re=embered, however, that the oaeent1al elemente 
or these uaUer wholea are presented and taught before 
the7 are refined and the epec1fi c aapecta or play!na are 
learned. 
III , RECOMMENDATIONS 
It ia propooed that more music eduoatora become 
familiar and intereated in research being done in the 
pa7chology or auaio and the psychology ot educational 
methode , In thla v&T, the1 can be aore auro or having 
aound pa7cholog1oa1 prlnciplee, baaed on oxper!menta, aa 
the baaia or their teaching and teaching methode instead or 
rel7ing on haphazard methoda or employ much trial and error 
with the hope of becomi ng efficient teaohera through many 
years of practi ce and experience. 
• 
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It 1s also reoommended that the Oeetalt principle be 
more widely utlllzed 1n the teaching ot mue1c and that more 
research and experiments be pertorQed pertaining to the uae 
ot the whole approach to th~ teaching or music . 
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